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ABSTRACT
In this presentation we attempt to stress two points of view on hyper-
bolic conservation laws: modelization and analytical theory. And, how
they are sensitively related. While appliers are concerned with reliability,
integrity or failure of solutions, mathematicians are concerned with non
uniqueness, selection of physically relevant solutions or entropy criteria.
In the modeling process, within simplifications, some “spurious terms” are
usually discarded from the equations and so, in order to address unique-
ness, a crucial information is lost. We discuss here the relevant dissipative
or dispersive effect of some of those small scale terms (zero singular limits).
The perturbed equations under consideration have the form
∂tu+ div f(u) =  div b(u,∇u) + δ div ∂ξ c(u,∇u) ,
which include generalized Korteweg-de Vries-Burgers equation when ξ is
a space variable and Benjamin-Bona-Mahony-Burgers equation when ξ is
the time variable, or
∂tu+ div f(u) = δ div c(u,∇∂ξu) ,
which can present unexpected dissipative properties.
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